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CALTRANS: REBUILD HIGHWAY ACROSS HUGE SLIDE
By CHRIS COUNTS

M

ORE THAN two months after a massive slide dumped
5 million cubic yards of rock, dirt and debris on Highway 1
near Mud Creek, Caltrans officials announced this week that
they’ve come up with a solution — and it’s far simpler and
cheaper than a couple alternatives they considered.
The new plan is to rebuild the highway pretty much where
it was, while buttressing the new road with “a series of
embankments, berms, rocks, netting, culverts and other stabilizing materials.”

When it’s completed, the new section of the scenic route
will appear very much the way it did before the slide buried
it May 20.
“It will look pretty much the same, just that it will be
located slightly west of current highway,” Caltrans
spokesman Jim Shivers told The Pine Cone. “We want to be
sensitive to overall geography and natural landscape, and try
to develop a project that doesn’t change historical features.”
The colossal slide is located just south of Gorda near the
Monterey County line, where Caltrans engineers used
drones, soil samples and even motion-sensing radar in June
and July to determine how stable the area is.
Officials say the decision to simply rebuild
the road will save time and money over other
alternatives, which could have included building
a tunnel or a bridge.
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A giant crane helps deliver a girder to the site of the Pfeiffer Creek bridge project
this week. The deliveries will continue for about another week, and if all goes
according to plan, the new bridge will open in late September. See page 13A.

Not enough bedrock
Shivers said a bridge isn’t feasible because
the site doesn’t have enough bedrock to support
the abutments it would need. There also isn’t
enough room, and the soil is too soft to support
so much weight.
Also ruled out was a mile-long tunnel
because it could take years to get the plans
through the environmental review process —
not only delaying the reopening of the scenic
route, but adding considerable cost to taxpayers.
Building a tunnel or a bridge would require
that more debris be pushed into the ocean —
something Caltrans is trying to minimize.
It’s unclear how much of the debris Caltrans
plans to haul away. The slide buried one-quarter

See SLIDE page 27A

‘Secret weapon’ to help city stop short-term rentals
By MARY SCHLEY

C

ITY OFFICIALS will soon be taking advantage of a
service that should save hours of work time and be much
more efficient at finding short-term rentals, which are illegal
in the residential areas of town.
Host Compliance will be paid just under $11,000 per year
to search all websites advertising rentals shorter than 30 days
and send monthly reports detailing active listings, including
screen shots, addresses and contact information for each
rental, according to the contract signed by planning director
Marc Wiener July 18. The company will also set up a 24-hour
hotline for neighbors to “report non-emergency problems”
related to the rentals. They’ll be documented and compiled in
weekly reports detailing the number and types of complaints,
as well as which properties were involved.
“This is the secret weapon that we were talking about a

year ago,” when the most recent effort to enforce the city’s
ban on short stays got underway, city administrator Chip
Rerig said this week.
According to the company’s website, its mission is to help
cities “struggling to come up with a fair and effective system
for maximizing the benefits of home-sharing while mitigating any negative impact on neighbors and the community.”
Host Compliance also assists officials in understanding “the
scale and scope of the short-term rental activity in their community and enact short-term rental regulations
that minimize any noise, trash, parking and
traffic problems, as well as impacts on housing
and neighborhood character.” In addition, the
service helps enforce the rules, “so city staff
can focus on higher value-added activities,”
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Restaurants adding
2 percent charge to
customers’ bills
n Trying to raise pay for kitchen workers
By MARY SCHLEY

W

HEN YOU leave a tip in a restaurant, it may go just to
the waiter, or it might be shared with the busboy and the host,
depending on the policy of the restaurant. But under
California law, none of it can go to the staff in the kitchen —
and the result is that cooks, pastry chefs, dishwashers and the
people who make the salads are earning less than anyone
who has direct contact with customers. And in pricey restaurants in places like Carmel and Pebble Beach, where servers
can make more than $100,000 a year, the discrepancy is
becoming large enough to cause labor problems.
Meanwhile, restaurant owners say they can’t just raise
prices to pay their kitchen staff more, because their customers will just go elsewhere or decide to eat at home. Plus,
raising prices just increases the tips that are the source of the
discrepancy in the first place. So several owners of downtown restaurants are planning to add a 2 percent surcharge to
bills — an amount that’s turned into a de facto tip that goes
to cooks, dishwashers and the like.
Luca leads charge
At a meeting of more than a dozen restaurateurs
Wednesday morning, Cantinetta Luca owner David Fink
announced the new charge is already in place there, and others said they plan to follow suit.
“It’s no surprise to anyone that our biggest challenge has
been labor and finding staff,” Fink said at the start of the
group’s monthly meeting, held at Anton & Michel. Thirty
percent of restaurants are fully staffed, while the rest don’t
have enough employees, usually in the kitchen.
Part of the problem is the pay gap. Wait staff at Luca, for
instance, take in $35 to $55 an hour after tips, while workers
in the kitchen earn $13 to $25 per hour. As a result, many
cooks wonder why they should bother to work so hard for so
little, he said, noting that some of the servers in his company,
which includes the upscale L’Auberge Carmel hotel and its
restaurant, Aubergine, “make six figures.”

See SURCHARGE page 16A

Dead humpback whale
washes ashore at Bird Rock

See SECRET page 16A

Panetta on trip to Middle East hotspots
n Will meet with Netanyahu, Abbas
and learn about desal
By KELLY NIX

C

ONGRESSMAN JIMMY Panetta is in Israel
with other freshman members of the U.S. House of
Representatives to get a better grasp on the convoluted
and protracted Israeli-Palestinian conflict, which has
flared up in the past few weeks with several violent
outbreaks.
Panetta departed Tuesday for the weeklong trip —
which includes meetings with Palestinian President
Mahmoud Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu. He’s traveling with the other new
Democratic and Republican members of Congress,
who are being accompanied by House Minority Whip
Steny Hoyer of Maryland, and House Majority Leader
Kevin McCarthy from Bakersfield.
Panetta told The Pine Cone the day before he left
that he hopes to return with a better overall understanding of the region, including its enduring chal-

lenges.
“Having the opportunity to meet with leadership on
both sides of the Palestinian issue, I hope to basically
gain more insight when it comes to those issues and
why [peace] has been so difficult,” Panetta told The
Pine Cone Monday. “It will help me to not only understand it, but hopefully come up with ways or ideas to
focus on the solutions to the problems there.”
The Congressional members are staying in Tel Aviv.
Panetta said it’s a bit of a whirlwind itinerary.
“They have us running around,” he said of the Aug.
1 to Aug. 9 excursion. “Everybody says you are going
to be exhausted because the schedule is jam-packed.”
A lot to see
The delegation is expected to visit the Golan
Heights, Gaza, the Syrian and Lebanese borders,
Jewish, Christian and Islamic holy sites, and the Yad
Vashem Holocaust memorial and museum.
The new members of Congress will also meet with
“key Israeli and Palestinian leaders, including govern-

See PANETTA page 18A
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Tourists and locals flocked to Pebble Beach this week to see a dead whale that
was caught on rocks just off 17 Mile Drive. The young humpback, estimated to
be 35 feet long, was reported by a local marine biologist on Saturday. “That’s
a small one,” said one onlooker who came to see the whale Wednesday. The
mammal did not have any fishing nets around its body or show any obvious
signs of trauma. As it decays, it will probably cause quite a stink, though it
wasn’t clear this week whether anybody would try to move it.
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